
 

Mental introspection increases as brain areas
begin to act in sync
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Neuroscientists at Georgetown University Medical Center can now
show, using functional MRI images, why it is that behavior in children
and young adolescents veers toward the egocentric rather than the
introspective.

In findings being presented at the annual meeting of the Society for
Neuroscience in San Diego on November 14, the researchers say that the
five scattered regions in the brain that make up the default-mode
network (DMN) have not started working in concert in youngsters aged
six to nine. These areas light up in an fMRI scan, but not simultaneously.

The DMN is only active when the mind is at rest and allowed to wander
or daydream. This network is believed to be key in how a person
introspectively understands themselves and others, and forms beliefs,
intentions, and desires through autobiographical memory.

By ages 10 to 12, the researchers found that these diffuse regions start
functioning together as a unit, and at ages 13 to19, they acted in concert,
just like they do in adults.

"These results suggest that children develop introspection over time as
their brains develop," says the study's first author, neuroscientist Stuart
Washington, Ph.D., who will be presenting the results. "Before then they
are somewhat egocentric, which is not to mean that they are negatively
self-centered, but they think that everyone views the world in the same
way they do. They lack perspective in that way."
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In this study, the researchers sought to understand if connectivity
between distant regions in the brain increases with age. They chose the
DMN to study in part because it consists of a widespread system of
neuronal nodes that work together, but are linked in a way that is not yet
well understood. (These discrete nodes could be physically connected by
neuronal synapses or they could fire together and not be connected.)

Previous research has suggested that the DMN is not well synchronized
in many autistic individuals, and this may explain the perceptions many
of these individuals express in testing – a viewpoint that is also seen in
younger children who do not have autism, Washington says.

An example that illustrates the difference between an egocentric and an
introspective view is the simple puzzle, Washington says: "Jane" walks
into a room, and puts a marble in a closet, and then "Bill" comes in and
takes the marble out of the closet and puts it into a box. Jane comes back
in and looks for the marble and she has not spoken to Bill. Where does
she look for the marble?

The right answer, of course, is that she looks in the closet. But many
autistic individuals say Jane looks in the box, "because they know that
the marble is in the box and they think that everyone else knows that,"
Washington says. The ability to see the world from the perspective of
others is called "Theory of Mind" (ToM) and certain nodes of the DMN
have been associated with it. The failure to develop ToM seen in many
autistics individuals and younger children may lie in asynchronous firing
of the DMN, Washington says.

In this study, the research team enrolled 42 participants: 10 individuals
which were aged six to 9; 12 were aged 10 to 12; 9 individuals which
were aged 13 to19, and 10 were aged 22 to 27 years. The scientists' goal
was to study the development of functional connectivity between the
anterior and posterior nodes of DMN across the four age groups.
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They gave the participants a task to perform, but the scientists were
actually interested in recording brain activity that took place after the
task was over, when the patients were told to rest.

In the group of children ages six to nine, the researchers saw the same
kind of lack of synchronicity seen in older autistic children, Washington
says.

The older participants in this study were, the more in sync the DMN
functioned, reaching a plateau in adulthood, he says. Significant
differences were noted between children and adolescents, and children
and adults, he adds. "These increases in functional connectivity coincide
with introspective mental activity that has been shown to emerge during
adolescence."
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